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Pad Modes: PCDJ supports 3 pad modes: Hot Cue, Roll (Saved Loops), and Sampler 

 

Hot Cue (Cue Points): When Hot Cue pad mode 

is enabled, pressing one of the pads when a 

track is loaded into the deck, will create a cue 

point at the current position of the loaded track. 

Pressing the same pad again will move the track 

to the saved cue point. 

Do remove a cue point, simply hold down the 

shift button while pressing the pad.

 

Roll (Saved Loops): When Roll (Saved Loops) 

pad mode is enabled, pressing one of the pads 

while in a loop will save the loop to that pad. 

PCDJ supports 5 saved loops. 

Sampler : When Sampler pad mode is enabled, 

pressing one of the pads activates the sample 

assigned to that pad. 
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Jog Wheel, Deck Control, and Tempo

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jog Wheel, Deck Control, and Tempo 

 

Slip/Vinyl: The Slip/Vinyl button is used to switch 

the Jog Wheel between Pitch Bend mode, and 

Scratch Mode. 

 

To enable or disable Scratch Mode, hold down 

shift and press Slip/Vinyl. 

Tempo Slider:  Adjust the Tempo slider either up 

or down to adjust the pitch/tempo for the 

currently playing track, within the 'Pitch/Tempo 

Range' that has been set in PCDJ Dex 3 or Red 

Mobile options menu. 

Adjust: Pressing Shift + Adjust skips the track to 

the next bar. 

Slide: Pressing Shift + Adjust skips the track to the 

previous bar. 

Deck Selection Control: The deck control buttons  

(1 and 3 on the left deck, and 2 and 4 on the right 

deck) are used to alternate between the 

respective decks in PCDJ. 

Shift: Held down when pressing another button 

that offers alternate functionality, accesses that 

alternate functionality. 
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Browser, Master, Cue, Sampler Volume Controls

 

Browser Knob:

Mode and File List Browser Mode.

 

The Knob, when turned allows you to navigate the highlighted Folder or File list, 

depending on which Browser Mode you've toggled.

Sampler Volume Slider:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Browser, Master, Cue, Sampler Volume Controls 

Browser Knob: The Folder/File Browser Button toggles between Folder List Browser 

Mode and File List Browser Mode. 

The Knob, when turned allows you to navigate the highlighted Folder or File list, 

depending on which Browser Mode you've toggled. 

Sampler Volume Slider: Adjusts the volume for the Sample 

The Folder/File Browser Button toggles between Folder List Browser 

The Knob, when turned allows you to navigate the highlighted Folder or File list, 



Load, EQ, Filter, and Volume Controls

 

Load: The Load Deck Button serves two purposes: Select/Expand a folder to view the 

files/folders within (when in Folder Browser Mode), and to load the currently 

highlighted track into the respective deck (When in File Browser Mode)

Trim: Adjusts the Gain for 

Hi EQ: Adjusts the High EQ setting for the currently loaded track.

Mid EQ: Adjusts the Mid EQ setting for the currently loaded track.

Low EQ: Adjusts the Low EQ setting for the currently loaded track.

Filter:  Adjusts the HP/LP filter.

Cue: Allows you to listen to the currently playing track through the headphones, 

from the soundcard that you currently have selected in DEX 3 / Red Mobile 3 sound 

configuration options for previewing/monitoring.

Deck Volume: Adjusts the deck volume.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Load, EQ, Filter, and Volume Controls 

The Load Deck Button serves two purposes: Select/Expand a folder to view the 

files/folders within (when in Folder Browser Mode), and to load the currently 

highlighted track into the respective deck (When in File Browser Mode)

Adjusts the Gain for the currently loaded track. 

Adjusts the High EQ setting for the currently loaded track. 

Adjusts the Mid EQ setting for the currently loaded track. 

Adjusts the Low EQ setting for the currently loaded track. 

Adjusts the HP/LP filter. 

Allows you to listen to the currently playing track through the headphones, 

from the soundcard that you currently have selected in DEX 3 / Red Mobile 3 sound 

configuration options for previewing/monitoring. 

Adjusts the deck volume. 

The Load Deck Button serves two purposes: Select/Expand a folder to view the 

files/folders within (when in Folder Browser Mode), and to load the currently 

highlighted track into the respective deck (When in File Browser Mode) 
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FX, Needle Search, Keylock Controls

 

 

 

 

 

FX, Needle Search, Keylock Controls 

 

FX 1 Select Knob: The FX Parameter Knob 

allows you to adjust the Dry/Wet parameter of 

the Flanger Effect 

FX 1 Select On Button: Enables/Disables the 

Flanger Effect. 

FX 2 Select Knob: The FX Parameter Knob 

allows you to adjust the Dry/Wet 

the Echo Effect 

FX 2 Select On Button: Enables/Disables the 

Echo Effect. 

FX 3 Select Knob: The FX Parameter Knob 

allows you to adjust the Dry/Wet parameter of 

the Beatwaw Effect 

FX 3 Select On Button: Enables/Disables the 

Beatwaw Effect. 

Tap Button: Adjust BPM by tapping the 

button. 

Needle Search: Sliding your finger across the 

Needle Search pad allows you to quickly 

search for a specific position in the currently 

loaded track. 

Sensor/Reverse: Pressing Sensor enables the 

brake effect. Pressing Shift + Sensor (Reverse) 

enables the reverse effect. 

Key Lock / Tempo Range: Enables/Disables 

Key Lock. Holding Shift while pressing this 

button will adjust the Tempo Rang

 

The FX Parameter Knob 

he Dry/Wet parameter of 

Enables/Disables the 

The FX Parameter Knob 

allows you to adjust the Dry/Wet parameter of 

Enables/Disables the 

The FX Parameter Knob 

allows you to adjust the Dry/Wet parameter of 

Enables/Disables the 

Adjust BPM by tapping the 

Sliding your finger across the 

Needle Search pad allows you to quickly 

search for a specific position in the currently 

Pressing Sensor enables the 

brake effect. Pressing Shift + Sensor (Reverse) 

Enables/Disables 

Key Lock. Holding Shift while pressing this 

button will adjust the Tempo Range. 



 

Sync, Cue, Play/Pause 

 

Sync Button:

Cue Button:

Play/Pause Button:

the track. 

 

Loop Controls 

 

Auto Loop: 

1/2X: Halves the size of the current loop. Pressing Shift + 1/2X shifts the loop 

back. 

2X: Doubles the size of the current loop. Pressing Shift + 2X shifts the loop 

forward. 

In: Sets the beginning of the loop

Out: Sets the end of the loop.

 

Sync Button: Tempo Matches Deck with Master Deck. 

Cue Button: Goes to Cue point. Holding Shift +  Cue goes to beginning of Track.

Play/Pause Button: When Paused or Cued, Plays the track. When playing, Cues 

 Engages/Disengages the auto loop feature. 

Halves the size of the current loop. Pressing Shift + 1/2X shifts the loop 

Doubles the size of the current loop. Pressing Shift + 2X shifts the loop 

Sets the beginning of the loop. 

Sets the end of the loop. 

Goes to Cue point. Holding Shift +  Cue goes to beginning of Track. 

When Paused or Cued, Plays the track. When playing, Cues 

Halves the size of the current loop. Pressing Shift + 1/2X shifts the loop 

Doubles the size of the current loop. Pressing Shift + 2X shifts the loop 


